
 

 
 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:  RF6, RF64 
 

 Using gasket as a template, mark desired location of center hole and 3 mounting 
holes.  Use 3/16” drill for 3 outside holes and 7/16” drill for center hole.  Insert rubber 
grommet in center hole.   
 Remove dome and operating mechanism from light.  Place gasket and housing in 
desired location on vehicle over newly drilled holes.  Fasten housing to roof of vehicle with 
included screws and washers.  To assure good electrical ground, place one mounting screw 
through ground eyelet on black ground lead.   
 

Replacement Parts 
PART DESCRIPTION RF-6 RF-64 
DOME AMBER 200523 200536 

 RED 200522 200535 
 BLUE 200527 200534 
 GREEN 200526 200537 
 CLEAR 200529 200533 

LAMPS 12V 420420 420420 
 24V 420610 420610 

MOTOR 12V 553040    (163040T) 553040   (163040T) 
 24V 553051    (163051T) 553051   (163051T) 

DRIVE BELTS 2 REQ’D 800570 800570 
DOME RET. RING COMPLETE 553508   (163508T) 553509  (163509T) 

MTG. GASKET AS SUPPLIED 810104 810103 
HDWR.MTG.KIT AS SUPPLIED 550026   (160026T) 550026  (160026T) 

MAGNETIC MTG. KIT 
-W-CIGAR LIGHTER 

PLUG 

12V ONLY RFMAG RFMAG 

All domes are shatterproof polycarbonate material. 
 
 
 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
 

 If it appears within one (1) year from the date of delivery to Purchaser that any products or component parts do not conform 
exactly to the specifications and physical dimensions referred to above, and the Purchaser, at its expense, returns the product or 
component parts to the Seller together with a report of defects, the Seller shall review the inspection report and inspect the items and shall 
authorize, at its option, either the repair or replacement of any non-conforming products or component parts, whether on warranty, contract 
of negligence, shall not in any case exceed the amount to be paid by the Seller in obtaining and repair or replacement of non-conforming 
products or component parts, and upon expiration of the warranty period, all liability of the Seller shall be terminated.   
 Seller shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential arising out of the use or the ability to use the 
product.   
 This warranty gives specific legal rights,  You may have other rights which vary from state to state.   
 Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation  of incidental or consequential damages, so that the above limitation of 
exclusion may not apply to you.   
 WARNING: The individual user should take care to determine prior to use whether this device is suitable, adequate or safe for the use 

intended.  Since individual applications are subject to great variation, the manufacturer makes no representation or warranty as to 
suitability or fitness of these devices for any specific application.   
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